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Cells undergo various ways of death depending on the type, 
stimulus, and need of the host. By far, various methods of cell-
death have been reported such as apoptosis, necrosis, necroptosis, 
pyroptosis, NETosis, to name a few [1] and among them, necrosis, 
apoptosis, and pyroptosis have been studied extensively. Interest-
ingly, these cell-deaths differ from each other by the type of death-
stimulus, signaling pathways, and its consequences. Necrosis oc-
curs due to injury (mechanical or chemical) to cells, wherein cells 
get ruptured leading to leakage of cellular contents and eventually 
a death. This leakage through the necrotic cells stimulates local-
ized inflammation around the affected area. Unlike necrosis, apop-
tosis is a programmed way of cell-death wherein cells die to turn 
over the cellular population or remove the infected and altered 
cells from the body. Apoptosis is a very neat method of cell-death 
wherein apoptotic cells prevent leakage of the cellular contents 
and instead package them into small vesicles to release out in the 
form of apoptotic bodies, which eventually are phagocytosed by 
nearby phagocytes. Hence, apoptosis does not stimulate inflam-
mation. Coming to the basic question, is cell-death important? One 
answer is ‘No’ if the cells are dying due to necrosis. The other an-
swer is ‘Yes’ if cells are dying due to apoptosis to remove out the 
infection or toxicity prevailing in them.

Certain intracellular or extracellular agents induce a differ-
ent type of cell-death than necrosis and apoptosis, wherein small 
pores are formed in the plasma membrane of the dying cells. These 
pores allow cytokines and other alarmins to be released out and 
alarm other cells for certain infection or invasion. These pores 
grow big and eventually lead to cell-death, followed by systemic 
inflammation due to exposure of cellular contents to the milieu 
and cytokine storm. Such type of inflammatory cell-death is known 
as pyroptosis [2,3]. Conclusively, it indicates that the pyroptosis is 
an amalgam of necrosis and apoptosis, wherein cells die in a pro-
grammed manner and yet release out cellular contents. However, 

why does a cell undergo pyroptosis when it could safely die with 
apoptosis? In view of infection, apoptosis clears out intracellular 
infection without alarming the neighboring cells; however, pyrop-
tosis systemically alarms the cells of an infection. Thus, pyroptosis 
helps prepare the uninfected cells to fight and clear the infection. At 
the same time, apoptosis is more global than pyroptosis, which is 
limited to a few immune cells such as monocytes and macrophages, 
as well as to endothelial cells [4]. Hence, cell-death is important to 
maintain a homeostasis in the host.
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